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COLLECT FOR THE FEAST DAY
OF JOHN KEBLE, PRIEST
29 March
Grant,

O God,
that in all time of our testing
we may know thy Presence
and obey thy will;
that, following the example of thy servant John Keble,
we may accomplish with integrity and courage
that which thou givest us to do,
and endure that which thou givest us to bear;
through Jesus Christ our Lord,
who liveth and reigneth with thee and the Holy Spirit,
one God, for ever and ever.
Amen.

Sun of my soul, thou Savior dear,
It is not night if thou be near.
Oh, may no earthborn cloud arise
To hide thee from thy servants eyes.
--John Keble
KEBLE, c.1860

WHO WAS JOHN KEBLE?
The Rev. John KEBLE (1792-1866) was a
• prominent priest of the Church of
England,
• poet famous for a popular
devotional poetry book,

• writer of scholarly theological
works,
• professor at Oxford University,

• major leader of the Oxford
Movement.

Keble House in Fairford, Gloucestershire, where Keble was born and grew up.

WHAT WERE KEBLE’S EARLY YEARS LIKE?
KEBLE received his early education in his father’s vicarage. At age
14, he won a scholarship to Corpus Christi College, Oxford and
graduated with highest honors as he turned 18 in 1811.

Almost a year later, with Richard Whately (who would be appointed
Church of Ireland archbishop of Dublin in 1831), he was elected to
an open fellowship at Oriel College, then the intellectually preeminent college at Oxford.
He remained in that position until 1835 and was also chaplain at
Oriel College Chapel after his ordination from 1817 to 1823. He was
appointed a college tutor at Oriel in 1817 and remained in that
position until 1823.
In 1831, after he had become generally known as the author of the
popular Christian Year, KEBLE was elected professor of poetry at
Oxford University and held that chair until 1841.

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S MOST POPULAR BOOK OF POETRY?
In 1827 KEBLE published anonymously in two small
volumes The Christian Year, a book of poems for the
Sundays and feast days of the church year. It was
intended as an aid to meditation and devotion following
Prayer Book services. The work went through ninety-ﬁve
editions and was very effective in spreading KEBLE's
devotional and theological views.
John Henry Newman, no unworthy judge, describes the
poems as 'quite exquisite.' A second edition was called
for within the year, and in twenty-five years the sales had
reached more than a hundred thousand copies.
Victorian scholar Michael Wheeler calls The Christian Year simply
the most popular volume of verse in the nineteenth century.

The popularity and familiarity of KEBLE’s religious verse had a
significant impact on later poets, including Matthew Arnold, Christina
Rossetti, and Thomas Hardy.

WHICH OF KEBLE’S HYMNS ARE FOUND IN
THE HYMNAL 1982?
The morning Hymn 10 “New every morning is the love” from KEBLE’s poem “Hues of the
Rich Unfolding Morn,” written in 1822 and first published in The Christian Year in 1827.

WHICH OF KEBLE’S HYMNS ARE FOUND IN
THE HYMNAL 1982?
Hymn 656 on the Christian Life “Blest are the pure in heart” based on KEBLE’s poem
“Purification” written in 1819 and first published in The Christian Year in 1827

WHAT WAS THE STATE OF MID19TH-CENTURY RELIGION?
The religious outlook near the beginning of the Victorian Era was dark indeed.
State control over the Church had been steadily increasing during the 18th
century and had now become almost complete. For a generation the clergy
had been closely allied with the conservative Tory Party and, with the more
progressive Whigs now in power, the Church had become exceedingly
unpopular both with the Government and with the people, particularly in the
large towns.
Added to this there had been since the French Revolution a rapid growth of
secularism throughout England. The people tended to regard religion as “the
rubbish of superstition” and look to education, enlightenment, and reason to
provide the cure for the ills from which mankind was suffering.
The English Church’s internal condition did not afford it much hope that it
would be able to meet successfully the onslaughts of these combined forces.
With but scanty realization of sacramental life, dull and conventional
services, worldly bishops and clergy, and a widespread absence of devotion
and enthusiasm, the Church was not likely to have a powerful hold on the
hearts of her members.

WHAT WAS THE STATE OF MID19TH-CENTURY RELIGION?
During the 1820s KEBLE attracted the close friendship of three
younger priests, John Henry Newman (1801-90), Richard Hurrell
Froude (1803-36), and Edward Bouverie Pusey (1800-82), who
shared his alarm over decreasing respect for the Church and the
critical rationalism, skepticism, lethargy, liberalism, and immorality
of the day. They longed for a higher standard of worship, piety, and
devotion among clergy and church members.

John Henry Newman

Richard Hurrell Froude

Edward Bouverie Pusey

HOW DID KEBLE COME TO NATIONAL PROMINENCE?
On 14 July 1833 KEBLE delivered his
famous Assize Sermon, soon published
with the provocative title National
Apostasy, in the University Church of
St.Mary the Virgin, Oxford where John
Henry Newman had become vicar in
1828. His sermon became a nationwide
sensation and is considered to be the
beginning of the revival of theology, rediscovery of Anglican roots in the
teachings of the ancient Church fathers,
and revival of discipline and holiness,
known as the Oxford Movement, the
Catholic Revival, or the Tractarian
Movement.
The University Church of St.Mary the Virgin, the largest parish
church in Oxford, is the center from which the University of
Oxford grew. Its parish consists almost exclusively of university and
college buildings, and so is popular with students and professors.

Pulpit of the University Church of St.Mary the Virgin, Oxford
from which the Wesleys , Newman, and KEBLE preached

HOW DID KEBLE COME TO NATIONAL PROMINENCE?
One of the two judges before whom KEBLE preached is said to have
remarked that it was “an appropriate discourse.”
Dr. J.B. Mozley, one of the ablest of the Tractarians, and one of the
deepest thinkers of his time, said:
I cannot help thinking it [the sermon] a kind of exordium of a great
revolution--shall I call it?--coming on, whether rapidly or slowly we
cannot tell, but at any rate most surely.

Newman said in his Apologia that KEBLE was “the true and primary
author” of the Oxford Movement.
There are still parts of his Assize Sermon that ring true today:
The surest way to uphold or restore our endangered Church will be for
each of her anxious children, in his own place and station, to resign
himself more thoroughly to his God and Savior in those duties, public
and private, which are not immediately affected by the emergencies of
the moment: the daily and hourly duties, I mean, of piety, purity, charity,
justice.

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S FAMOUS ASSIZE SERMON?
The Government's decision to suppress 10 Anglican bishoprics in
Ireland sparked KEBLE’s sermon. This was an entirely reasonable
step, given that most Irish were Roman Catholics and the money
they cost could be better used elsewhere, but KEBLE was fiercely
opposed to the state overruling the Church.
KEBLE attacked doctrinal indifference and disrespect for the office
of bishop and denounced the Nation for turning away from God,
and for regarding the Church as a mere social institution, rather
than as the prophetic voice of God, commissioned by Him to warn
and instruct the people.
The Church was not just an arm of government, he argued; it was
descended from the Apostles,
a part of Christ's Church, and bound, in all her legislation and policy,
by the fundamental laws of the Church.

His sermon was an incendiary call for the Church to be the Church
again after generations of decline, compromise, and complacency.

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S FAMOUS ASSIZE SERMON?
'Surely,' KEBLE said,

KEBLE window in the south aisle of
St.Chrysostom’s Church, Manchester

it will be no unworthy principle if any man is
more circumspect in his behavior, more
watchful and fearful of himself, more
earnest in his petitions for spiritual aid, from
a dread of disparaging the holy name of the
English Church in her hour of peril, by his
own personal fault and negligence. . . .There
may be, as far as he knows, but a very few to
sympathize with him. He may have to wait
long, and very likely pass out of this world,
before he see any abatement in the triumph
of disorder and irreligion. But if he be
consistent, he possesses to the utmost the
personal consolations of a good Christian;
and as a true Churchman, he has the
encouragement which no other cause in the
world can impart in the same degree; he is
calmly, soberly, demonstrably sure that,
sooner or later, his will be the winning side,
and that the victory will be complete,
universal, eternal.

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S FAMOUS ASSIZE SERMON?
The sermon’s text was 1 Sam. 12:3:
As for me, God forbid that I
should sin against the Lord in
ceasing to pray for you; but I will
teach you the good and the right
way.

KEBLE’s aim was to draw public
attention to the grave and
pressing dangers that threatened
the Church both from State
interference with her liberties and
from the widespread decay of
religious convictions. At such a
time it was the duty of all who
valued the cause of the Apostolic
Church to devote themselves to its
defense.
KEBLE in 1844
by George Richmond

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE TRACTS?
KEBLE contributed several essays for Tracts for the
Times, a series of short papers dealing with faith
and practice.
Tract 4, ADHERENCE TO THE APOSTOLICAL SUCCESSION
THE SAFEST COURSE epitomized the early Tractarian
program and demonstrated his own allegiance to the
strictest episcopalian theory which, KEBLE had accepted
in his introduction to Hooker’s works, was not shared by
that Elizabethan divine.
Tracts 52, 54, 57, and 60 concerned the ministry:
• Tract 52, SERMONS FOR SAINTS' DAYS AND HOLIDAYS.
(No. 1. ST. MATTHIAS.)
• Tract 54, SERMONS FOR SAINTS' DAYS AND
HOLIDAYS.No. II, THE ANNUNCIATION OF THE
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
• Tract 57, SERMONS ON SAINTS' DAYS.(No. 3. ST.
MARK'S DAY.)
• Tract 60, SERMONS FOR SAINTS' DAYS AND
HOLIDAYS.(No. 4. ST. PHILIP AND ST. JAMES.)

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE TRACTS?
Tract 13, SUNDAY LESSONS.THE PRINCIPLE
OF SELECTION was a plea against change
in the lectionary.
Tract
40,
RICHARD
NELSON.No.
III.BAPTISM was written as if by a Mr.
Nelson.
Tract 62, BISHOP WILSON'S MEDITATIONS
ON HIS SACRED OFFICE. No. V.—
THURSDAY argued the need for sound
doctrine to support personal devotion.
Tract 89, ON THE MYSTICISM ATTRIBUTED
TO THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH
collected together material given
elsewhere to uphold the value of the
patristic method of the mystical
interpretation of Holy Scripture. Published
in 1841, shortly before the series ended,
it was nearly 200 pages long.

WHAT WAS THE TRACTARIANS’ INFLUENCE?
Because the Tractarians emphasized the
importance of the ministry and of the
sacraments as God-given ordinances, their
opponents suspected them of Roman
Catholic tendencies, and their suspicion
was reinforced when some of their leaders
(John Henry Newman being the most
conspicuous) did in fact become Roman
Catholics.
But this Anglo-Catholic movement survived,
and has profoundly influenced the religious
thinking, practice, and worship of large
portions of Christendom. Their insistence,
for example, that it was the normal
practice for all Christians to receive Holy
Communion every Sunday has influenced
many Christians who would never call
themselves Anglicans, let alone Tractarians.

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S CHURCHMANSHIP?
John Henry Newman was the Oxford Movement’s intellectual
leader, Edward Bouverie Pusey was the prophet of its devotional life,
and John KEBLE was its pastoral inspiration.

KEBLE lacked John Henry Newman's organizing drive. He largely
served behind the scenes in advising and encouraging Newman and
others.
Throughout his life, KEBLE expressed dislike for the independent
tendencies and principles of evangelicals. His main conflicts, though,
were with the growing liberal, or Broad Church, party.
Unlike fellow Tractarians such as Newman, KEBLE seldom engaged in
open controversy, yet his works and his life as a model clergyman were
aimed at supporting the renewed doctrines and practices of the
Church of England, and through his writings and his personality he
became a revered influence on younger generations of Victorian High
Churchmen and women.

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1830s?
In 1836 KEBLE published his
scholarly edition of the Works of
Richard Hooker, the major works
of a man who is now widely
recognized as the father of the
Anglican middle-path between
Protestantism
and
Roman
Catholicism. His three-volume
edition of this Elizabethan divine
(and former Corpus man), contain
a long introduction.
The prominent historian of
Christianity Owen Chadwick (19162015) has described this as
the work of a careful editor, an
antiquarian rather than a
historian, but a genuine critic of
the first rank.

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1830s?
KEBLE began to edit, in conjunction with Edward Bouverie Pusey
and John Henry Newman, the Library of the Fathers, more
properly A library of fathers of the holy Catholic church: anterior to
the division of the East and West, a series of around 50 volumes of
the Church Fathers, annotated in English translation, published
from 1838 to 1881.
KEBLE was joint author with Newman and Pusey from 1836. He was
responsible for publishing the works of St.Irenaeus, bishop of
Lyons, in 1839, but his main contribution to the project probably
lay in his reputation, securing the patronage of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, William Howley (1766-1848), to whom the volumes
were dedicated.

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1830s?
At a time when metrical
translations of the Psalms,
rather than hymns, were
generally sung in Anglican
services,
KEBLE,
who
considered most of the
translations used to be
banal and not true to the
original Hebrew, published
anonymously in 1839 his
metrical translation of
the
Psalter,
carefully
vetted by E. B. Pusey. It
was never widely used.

KEBLE in c.1832

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1840s?
In 1846 KEBLE published anonymously a collection of poetry for
and about children, Lyra innocentium: Thoughts in Verse on
Christian Children, their Ways and their Privileges. It associated
Church doctrines with the lives of children, whom he loved, though
his own marriage was childless.
Although he hoped that it would help raise money for his church’s
restoration, it did not sell well.

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1850’s?
KEBLE defended the doctrines of the real presence and Eucharistic
sacrifice in the trials of Archdeacon G. A. Denison (1805-96) in 1853
and Scottish Bishop A.P. Forbes (1817-1875) of Brechin in 1858.

Denison’s two sermons preached in Wells Cathedral had stated that
Christ’s Body and Blood are received by those who eat and drink
unworthily, and that worship is due to the real though invisible
presence of Christ’s Body and Blood in the Holy Eucharist under the
forms of bread and wine. On refusing to retract these statements,
Denison was deprived of his vicarage and archdeaconry, but the Privy
Council’s Judicial Committee overthrew this decision in early 1858.
During this controversy, in 1857, KEBLE published one of his more
important scholarly works, his treatise on On Eucharistical Adoration,
to support Archdeacon Denison’s views on the Eucharist.

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1850’s?
KEBLE’s treatise consists partly of a careful examination of the grounds
of the practice of Eucharistic adoration, partly of a consideration of
the duty of Churchmen facing Judgment. Its object was, not to reason
out what he calls
that great and comfortable, and I will add necessary, truth of the Real
Presence,

but rather,
calmly, and not without deep reverence of heart,

to allay troublesome thoughts which interrupt devotion.
The book is consequently almost as much a devotional treatise as a
theological disquisition; and it is lighted up, here and there, by
touches of the poetry that shone around KEBLE's deepest thought.

Theologian the Rev. H. P. Liddon (1829-90) in his Life of Pusey
describes it as
perhaps the most beautiful of KEBLE's contributions to the
theological treasures of the Church of England.

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1850’s?
KEBLE’s treatise shows that his sacramental piety and liturgical
practice was not with the Ritualists of his day but with his High
Church predecessors. There is only one physical act of adoration
that he commends for “English Churchmen,” kneeling to receive
Holy Communion, a “posture of adoration”:
Coming worthily, we are therein “partakers of Christ,”—of Christ
present in His human nature by the presence of His Body and Blood,—
Presence hidden from us, but certified by the consecrated bread and
wine which we do see. All who believe this—and this surely is no more
than the Catechism plainly teaches us all,—must they not of course
feel, that in kneeling down to receive the Holy Communion, they are in
fact kneeling to Him who is come to give Himself to them; kneeling to
His Person, to His human nature, to His Body and Blood; as truly,
verily, and indeed, as if they had been kneeling on Calvary itself, at the
foot of the real Cross?

WHAT DID KEBLE PUBLISH IN THE 1860’s?
KEBLE devoted sixteen years' labor and 2 visits to the Isle of Man in
writing his scholarly Life of Thomas Wilson, Bishop of Sodor and
Man, which he published in 1863. Like his On Eucharistical
Adoration, it shows that, despite a narrow range and limited
sympathies, he was not without intellectual ability.

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S LIFE LIKE WHILE HURSLEY’S VICAR?
In 1836 opposition to the Oxford
Movement kept KEBLE from a coveted
royal professorship, so he spent the
rest of his life in rural ministries.
In 1835 KEBLE was appointed vicar of
All Saints' Church in Hursley, a village in
Hampshire near Winchester, and
settled there in 1836.
Shortly before moving to Hursley,
KEBLE married Charlotte Clarke (180666), fourteen years his junior. The
marriage apparently was a happy one,
although there were no children and
Mrs. Keble was throughout life a
delicate woman, frequently ill.
KEBLE and his wife, c.1862

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S LIFE LIKE WHILE HURSLEY’S VICAR?
KEBLE had been unhappy
with the somewhat puritan
appearance of the church
building and, at his own
expense (just over £6,000),
using profits from The
Christian Year, had it
completely remodeled in
Victorian Gothic style in
1846-48.
Amongst other changes he
insisted that the Oliver
Cromwell (Lord Protector)
family monument had no
place in his church, and it
was removed.

All Saints' Church in Hursley, a village in Hampshire near Winchester

WHAT WAS KEBLE’S LIFE LIKE WHILE HURSLEY’S VICAR?
KEBLE’s life at Hursley was simply the life of a
devoted and indefatigable parish priest,
varied by intellectual pursuits. His personal
devotional life, faithful visitation, catechizing
of parishioners, and attentiveness to the
Church services provided a model of the
Oxford Movement's principles.
For many high-churchmen, KEBLE's principles
remained the significant criterion by which to
judge affairs. As theologian the Rev. H. P.
Liddon (1829-90) declared
people would wait and see what came from
Hursley before making up their minds as to
the path of duty.

KEBLE in the mid-1860s
by Robert Hawker Peniel Preston

He remained there until his death in 1866 at
the Hermitage Hotel in Bournemouth,
Hampshire.

John KEBLE’s Grave
at All Saints' Church, in the same graveyard where
Richard Cromwell, Oliver Cromwell's son, is buried.

KEBLE was referring to the attention he gave to the children in church and in his day school.

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?
John KEBLE (as priest, tractarian, and poet), is remembered on 14
July (the anniversary of his Assize Sermon) in the Church of
England with this collect:
Father of the eternal Word,
in whose encompassing love
all things in peace and order move:
grant that, as your servant John KEBLE
adored you in all creation,
so we may have a humble heart of love
for the mysteries of your Church
and know your love to be new every morning,
in Jesus Christ your Son our Lord,
who is alive and reigns with you,
in the unity of the Holy Spirit,
one God, now and for ever.
John KEBLE is remembered on 29 March (the anniversary of his death)
elsewhere in the Anglican Communion, including the Episcopal Church since
the authorization of its 1979 Book of Common Prayer.

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?
On a pillar on the west wall of the Poet’s
Corner in Westminster Abbey is KEBLE’s white
marble bust. The bust is signed and dated by
Thomas Woolner, 1872 and is just inscribed
'JOHN KEBLE.'

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?

Keble College, a constituent college of the University of Oxford,
was established in 1870 as a monument to KEBLE and “to give an
education in strict ﬁdelity to the Church of England.” The college's
original focus was primarily theological, but the college now
offers a broad range of subjects.

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?

Honoring KEBLE, the John Keble Memorial Church in Mill Hill, a
North London suburb, was built between 1932 and 1936 to serve the
rapidly growing population of Edgware and Mill Hill.

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?

Entrance to the John Keble Memorial Church in Mill Hill

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?
The fine Gothic Revival St.Peter's Church in the center of Bournemouth,
Dorset, was begun in 1855 and completed in 1879. Its Te Deum Window in
the southeast transept is
a memorial to the author of 'The Christian Year,' St.Peter's being the church in
which he had worshipped during the last four months of his life.

In 1906 the transept was re-configured as the Keble Chapel, a more
substantial memorial to him.

KEBLE opened what became John Keble C of E Primary School in Hursley
in 1839 to educate the village children who otherwise would have had
no opportunity to receive an education. It eventually became part of
the Keble Memorial Church of England Schools, organized
by the Community of the Sisters of the Church.
The school still maintains close links with All Saints’ Church.

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?
KEBLE as depicted in a memorial
stained glass window at
St.Mark’s Church, Ampfield (near
Horsley).
Beginning in 1838 KEBLE
supervised the building of
St.Mark’s
(named for the saint whose feast
day was his birthday)
as a neo-Gothic style chapel of
ease for the attendance of those
who could not reach the parish
church conveniently
and an example of what
a sacramentally meaningful
church might look like
in Victorian England.

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?

The medieval clapper bridge over the River Leach near St.Michael and
St.Martin’s Church in the village of Eastleach Martin, Gloucestershire,
where KEBLE had been curate, is known locally as the “Keble’s Bridge.”

HOW IS JOHN KEBLE REMEMBERED?

Keble’s Seat at Bulverton Hill, Sidmouth, commands a panoramic view of the
Lower Otter Valley and Dartmoor in the distance. Keble was a frequent visitor to
Sidmouth and folklore suggests that his favorite spot was at Bulverton Hill where
the view is thought to have inspired him to compose some of his best loved work.

